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Remove recent bookmarks chrome android

Avoid support scams. We will never ask you to call or text a phone number or share your personal information. Report suspicious activity using report abuse. Learn more This thread has been archived. Please ask a new question if you need help. The list of bookmarks lately is very annoying. I look at my bookmarks to
find what I need. I don't want to browse thirty bookmarked pages to find what I need. The list is rubbish I don't want to see. The list of bookmarks lately is very annoying. I look at my bookmarks to find what I need. I don't want to browse thirty bookmarked pages to find what I need. The list is rubbish I don't want to see.
Smart folder is not a real folder, but a program in Bookmark Manager. If you want, you can change the icon/function of the toolbar by; Customize Firefox controls, buttons, and toolbars {web link} Type about:customizing&lt;enter&gt; in the address bar. Note: about:customizing is no longer present in Firefox 47+ versions.
Press Alt or F10 to recall the toolbar. Then display &gt; toolbars &gt; Customize. Right-click the empty space on the toolbar and select Customize. In a new window, look for an icon. When you find it, hold down the left button on it and move it where you want it to be. You can move any icon you want from here, but; some
icons are locked in place. At the bottom is also the Restore Defaults button. Read this response in the context  0 Many people just move it down the manager. Many just move that to the bottom of the manager. Where do you see this list of Bookmarks Recently? You can delete this smart folder that shows the result of
a query in the context menu by right-clicking, just like deleting a bookmark or bookmark folder. Please note that you must delete the folder, not its contents, as this will delete the actual bookmarks. Do you mean the so-called smart folder that was present in earlier versions of Firefox on the Bookmarks toolbar, or do you
mean the recent lists that appear in the Library toolbar button and in the Library drop-down list of the Firefox 3-bar menu button? Where do you see this list of Bookmarks Recently? You can delete this smart folder that shows the result of a query in the context menu by right-clicking, just like deleting a bookmark or
bookmark folder. Please note that you must delete the folder, not its contents, as this will delete the actual bookmarks. Do you mean the so-called smart folder that was present in earlier versions of Firefox on the Bookmarks toolbar, or do you mean the recent lists that appear in the Library toolbar button and in the Library
drop-down list of the Firefox 3-bar menu button? The list of recent bookmarks appears in the upper right corner of the toolbar. The icon looks like a line of books on a shelf. When you click on it one of the choices is the selection tab that gives you the bookmark options of this page etc. Below these selections is a long list
recently marked &lt;/enter&gt; &lt;/enter&gt; At the very bottom is what I really want to SHOW ALL THE CHARACTERS OF THE BOOK. I don't need to see a non-alphabetical list of things I have bookmarked at some point. Maybe I'm just an idiot, but I have no idea what a smart folder is, or about where to find it. I know
that removing a book character from the last list removes it from the real list. I tried right-clicking inside the last list and it doesn't help. As far as I know, I have the latest version of Firefox. That's where the problem came from. I installed Firefox and imported my book characters from Chrome. They all appear in the
RECENTLY BOOKMARKED list as the last bookmark appears in the upper right corner of the toolbar. The icon looks like a line of books on a shelf. When you click on it one of the choices is the selection tab that gives you the bookmark options of this page etc. Below this election is a long list marked recently
Bookmarked At the very bottom is what I really want to SHOW ALL THE CHARACTERS OF THE BOOK. I don't need to see a non-alphabetical list of things I have bookmarked at some point. Maybe I'm just an idiot, but I have no idea what a smart folder is, or about where to find it. I know that removing a book character
from the last list removes it from the real list. I tried right-clicking inside the last list and it doesn't help. As far as I know, I have the latest version of Firefox. That's where the problem came from. I installed Firefox and imported my book characters from Chrome. They all appear in the RECENTLY BOOKMARKED smart
folder is not a real folder, but a program in bookmark manager. If you want, you can change the icon/function of the toolbar by; Customize Firefox controls, buttons, and toolbars {web link} Type about:customizing&lt;enter&gt; in the address bar. Note: about:customizing is no longer present in Firefox 47+ versions. Press
Alt or F10 to recall the toolbar. Then display &gt; toolbars &gt; Customize. Right-click the empty space on the toolbar and select Customize. In a new window, look for an icon. When you find it, hold down the left button on it and move it where you want it to be. You can move any icon you want from here, but; some icons
are locked in place. At the bottom is also the Restore Defaults button. Smart folder is not a real folder, but a program in Bookmark Manager. If you want, you can change the icon/function of the toolbar by; [ Firefox controls, buttons, and toolbars] {web link} Type '''about:customizing'''&lt;enter&gt; in the address bar. Note:
''about:customizing''' is no longer present in Firefox 47+ versions. * Press '''Alt''' or '''F10''' to recall the toolbar.&lt;br&gt;Then '''View &gt; Toolbars &gt; Customize. ''' * Right-click blank on the i&lt;br&gt;select '''Customize' toolbar. ''' Look for an icon in the new window. When you find it, hold down the left button and move it
to &lt;/enter&gt;&lt;/enter&gt; &lt;/enter&gt;&lt;/enter&gt; you want this to be the case. You can move any icon you want from here, but; ''some icons are locked in place. ''' There is also a ''Restore Default' button in the middle. Thank you very much. Instructions me close enough to drop the book icon in the transfer menu. I
will now use the list of sidebar bookmarks. Thank you very much. Instructions me close enough to drop the book icon in the transfer menu. I will now use the list of sidebar bookmarks. I'm glad I'll help. Safe surfing. I'm glad I'll help. Safe surfing. Accessibility Resource Center Go to main content List of recent bookmarks in
descending order, grouped by day they were added. If you're like me, you use bookmarks as short-term memory; Flag something for further reading a little later. Unfortunately, the Other Bookmarks menu places newly added bookmarks at the bottom of the list, which means a lot of scrolling or having to open bookmark
manager. The latest bookmarks solve this problem by displaying a simple and elegant list of the latest bookmarks. Groups bookmarks based on the days they were added. Hovering over a bookmark will display the exact date and time you added it. The extension can be configured to display 5 to 1,000 of the most recent
bookmarks. 1.6.2: The pop-up closes when you open the link. 1.6: Faster charging time! 1.5: Added the ability to remove bookmarks (keyboard-enabled). 1.4.5: Added improved favicon support. 1.4: Added less required permissions, you can now view up to 1000 tabs (see options) and shortcut Manager of recent
bookmarks (see switching options). 1.3: Bookmarklet support added. 1.2: Keyboard navigation has been added. 1.1: Support for empty page titles has been added. In Chrome 54, Google replaced Chrome on the New Android tab page with a new design that highlighted suggested content - much like the Google Now
channel. To quote Douglas Adams, This made many people very angry and was widely regarded as a bad move. Switching to the old design was made possible by turning off several Chrome flags, but the latest Chrome 58 update removes this capability. If you're not a fan of the cluttered New Chrome tab, you can try
making it a little more useful. You can even combine features to create a more personalized design. Remove suggested content Remove a suggested list of articles is quite simple. Find the #enable-ntp-remote-suggestions and set it to Disabled. When you do this and reopen Chrome, the list will no longer appear on the
New Tab page. Removing recent downloads and offline pages The New Tab page also shows recent downloads by default, but it's pretty easy to delete. Find the #enable-ntp-asset-download-suggestions and set it to Disabled. Then make sure you restart Chrome and it should disappear. pages saved for offline reading
appear on the New Tab page. If you want, you can turn off this feature by turning off Delete recently visited Chrome tabs By default, the bookmarks you've visited on the New Tab page show you. You can also disable this by disabling the #enable-ntp-bookmark-suggestions. Show cards from other devices As you may
know, Chrome syncs open tabs on your devices so you can easily pick them up from where you left off. There is a hidden flag that adds the Tabs section from other devices to the New Tab page. The only catch is that the suggested articles must also be included, which is a bit of a bummer. To enable it, make sure that
both #enable-ntp-remote and #enable-ntp-foreign-sessions-suggestions are set to Enabled. Then reopen Chrome, and tabs from other devices should appear. Turn on condensed layout If you like suggested content or other features on a page, you can still turn on the condensed layout of the New Tab page. This will
remove the large space at the top where the Google logo usually sits, so that more content will be visible without scrolling. Left: Condensed Design Off, Right: Condensed Design On To enable condensed layout, just turn on the flag #ntp condensed layout and restart Chrome. This is already enabled by default in Chrome
Dev, at least on my device, so it may come to stable chrome in the near future. The transition to Chrome Home Chrome is constantly changing, and there's another redesign of the New Tab page interface in development. It's called Chrome Home and moves the address bar to the bottom of the screen. With this new
layout, the New Tab page is available by swiping up from the address bar and including navigation icons for downloads, bookmarks, and history. This new design only works on Chrome Dev and Canary for now. To try it out, switch #enable-chrome-home and #ntp-google-g-in-omnibox to Enabled and reopen Chrome. You
have it - a few tips to make the Chrome New Tab page less awful. Let us know in the comments if you have any suggestions that we didn't mention. Mention.
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